
Hong Kong Outstanding Students Award 2022-2023  

(20 January 2024) 

 

6E WONG Ying-chun Gladys was selected as one of the Top 10 Hong Kong 

Outstanding Students in the Hong Kong Outstanding Students Award 2022-2023 organized by 

the Youth Arch Foundation.  

 

Award Awardee 

Top 10 Hong Kong Outstanding Students 6E WONG Ying-chun Gladys 

 

With the aim of promoting students’ whole-person development, the Hong Kong 

Outstanding Students Award not only commends students who care for our society, but is also an 

opportunity for self-discovery and the development of their potentials. It encourages and inspires 

more students to shoulder the responsibility of contributing to our society. 

 

 In the Thanksgiving Speech Session, Gladys expressed her gratitude to the school for 

providing students with all sorts of opportunities to explore and learn. She particularly thanked 

Principal YUEN for his unconditional support and encouragement. Aspiring to inspire and heal 

others with the power of words, she wished to encourage a deeper understanding of humanity 

through her writing. At last, she sincerely thanked her teachers and beloved family.  

 

With the theme of this year’s award ‘Giving is Outstanding’, students broadened their 

horizons by participating in various learning activities. Award winners were selected after rounds 

of assessments, including a written test, an assessment day camp, voluntary enrichment programs, 

a sharing session, and an interview by a panel of professional judges. With her outstanding 

academic results, exceptional personal qualities, exemplary character and strong passion for 

serving the community, Gladys won this prestigious award. The Award Ceremony was held on 

20 January 2024 (Saturday).  

 

 
Mr. Chung TO, Guest of Honour & Founder and Chairperson, Chi Heng Foundation (right) and 

Mr. Francis CHAN, Vice-chairperson, HKOSA Steering Committee (left) present the Award 

and Certificate to 6E WONG Ying-chun Gladys and Principal YUEN 



 
WONG Ying-chun Gladys receives the award  

‘Top 10 Hong Kong Outstanding Students’ at the Award Presentation Ceremony 

 

 

 

 
6E Gladys (2nd right) expresses her deepest gratitude to the school, Principal YUEN,                                        

teachers and her beloved family 



 
Principal YUEN with 6E WONG Ying-chun Gladys,                                                                 

Winner of the Hong Kong Outstanding Students Award 
 

 

 

 
Principal YUEN (right) and Ms. TANG Wing-yi (left) attend the ceremony,                                                                

sharing the joyful moment with Gladys  

 

 



 
6E WONG Ying-chun Gladys (2nd right 2nd row) with winners of HKOSA and guests  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


